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This paper presents the results of rigorous investigations (without 

using the precessional theory) of the motion of a horizontal gyrocompass 

[gyrohorizoncompassl of the Gekeler-Anschutz type [l]. The authors pre- 

sent the dynamic equations of the system, supplemented by the kinematic 

equations. which are analogous to the well known equations of Poisson. 

These equations, together with the initial conditions, yield the 

first integral which turns out to be the generalization of the corre- 

sponding integral obtained from the precessional theory as shown in 

[2,31 . 

This integral is being used to obtain the conditions of stability of 

the unperturbed motion of the system. 

1. Let Ox”yozo and Oxyz be right-handed coordinate systems whose 

origins coincide with the suspension point of the gyrosphere. In the 

first system the x0- axis is along the velocity vector of the suspension 

point, and the z” -axis is along the earth’s 

radius, directed upwards. In the second system 

X0 

x 81 

Y 02 
z 03 

y” to 
the y-axis is along the vector of the angular 

momentum, and the z-axis is parallel to the 

61 $1 axis of the casings of the gyroscopes. 

62 92 
6s $3 

The orientation of the Ox”yozo system with 
respect to the Oxyz system is expressed through 

the angles a, p, y. 

The direction cosines of an axis of one of the systems with respect 

to another system (using the notation shown in the table) are 
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6, =: cos x cos 7 - sin 3( sin /3 sin r, 0, = - sin a cos p, 

flZI = cos 3! sin 7 $ sin 3 sin p cos r 

til .= sill 5 cos r +- Cos 3( sin p sin 7, 6, = cos a cos p, 

tia = sinxsinr-cosasinpcos~ 

$r = -- cos 3 sin 7, & = sin p, $3 = cos~cos~ (4.1) 

‘Ihe ecluations of motion of a gyrocompass along the x-, y- and z-axes 
are 

A$+(C- B)qr- Ifr =-(F-~~)l~a-mvlR~,-~l~~, 

@$(A-C)rp+g = (F--m)I~,+mv196,+ml~9’ (1.2) 

C$(B-A)J7q+ Hp=O (H = 2B’ cos t) 

-2Z-$--228’sineq=N(c) 

Here A, R, C are the principal moments of inertia about the axes x, 

YJ z, respectively; I is the moment of inertia of the rotor and its 

casing about the axis of the casing; B’ is the angular momentum of the 

gyroscope; p, 7, r are the x, y, z components of the angular velocity 

vector of the xyt system; Q is the angular velocity of the x”yozo system 

about the z”-axis. 

We have then according to [4] 

The remaining symbols in (1.2) and (1.3) have the same meaning as in 

[1,4I. The formulas for p, q, r have the following form [l] 

(1.4) 

2. Let Q, and Q, be the angular velocity vectors of the systems 
xoyo zo and xyz respectively, and let the unit vectors along the axes 
xo 0 0 

11; y ’ z ’ 

and x, y, z be i”, j”, k” and i, j, k, respectively. Then 

Q,=j=$+k”S2, SI1 = ip + jq + kr (2.1) 
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We have, obviously, the following equations 

(2.2) 

Here the indices zyz refer to the local derivative, while the symbols 

(iOj%O) mean that the remaining equations are obtained by cyclic per- 

mutations. Further 

i” = i0, + j8, + k03, j’ = i6, + j& + k&, k” = iql + fis + k& 

Taking into account that 

we obtain the generalized Poisson equations in the form 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

llere the symbols (123, pqr) mean that the remaining equations are 

.obtained by cyclic permutation. 

3. Let u and R be constants, and let N(E) satisfy the condition [l] 

iY (E) = - $&- sin e COS 8 (3.1) 

Then, according to the last equation in the system (1.2), we have 

with accuracy up to the term - 21d2s/dt2 

2B’cos E --= mlRq (3.2) 

Let us mention that if in the system which controls the moment ‘V(E) 
through a transmitter the second derivative of the signal is obtainable, 

and the signal is proportional to the instantaneous value of the angle 

E, then the equation (3.2) can be obtained without neglecting the term 

-2Id’E/dt 2. In this case Y(E) must satisfy the condition 

N (e) = -g sin e cos e - 21 -$ (3.3) 

If the moment 

la (3.3), then an 

self is necessary 

s controlled by a transmitter according to the formu- 

investigation of stability of the control system it- 
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Using formula (3.2) we obtain the equations (1.2) in the form 

A%.+(&- B,) qr = - (F - m f) l$% - mcZQ6, 

B1 :$- + (A - C) rp = (F - m f ) l$ + m~1526~ 

C$+(& -A)pq=O (B1= n -i_ ml/?) 
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(3.4) 

4. To obtain the first integral we multiply the right and the left 
members of the three equations (3.4) by p, q, r respectively. 

Adding together the multiplied equations we obtain 

{A .-&z+ +&-$-q2-j- ;C&2 cz 

= F-m-$-) 
( 1 (q% - P44 + ?md~~ (q% - pw 

which, on taking into account the kinetic equations (2.5) and (2.5) be- 
comes 

fA~~2+~B,$qe+~C~r2-(F-~n~)1~-mvlS1~~ 

= - $-(F-m$--mRRz)lO, (4.1) 

We shall multiply now the equations (3.4) and (2.5) by qua, (vz, y’3 
and Ap, B,q, Cr respectively. 

Adding together the left and the right members and taking into account 
that =&@i - &S, = 03, we obtain 

A& (Pw+B&6?%)+ C&q?3) = 

= mvlS20, + # (A@, + B,g0, + CT@+) (4.2) 

Next we shall multiply the equations (3.4) and (2.4) by 6r, 4%, 6,, 
and Ap, B,q, Cr respectively, add them together and obtain also 

A & (PW .-I- B, $ (4W + c g- (r@3) = 

=- 
( 
F - m $-) t9, - Q (AI% + Blqf.6 + CT%) (4.3) 

From (4.2) and (4.3) it follows that 
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Combining the above expression with (4.1) we obtain the integrable 
equation 

(4.5) 

which yields the sought first integral 

- (.~PV!l i- &W! + Crl),) Q- (Apti + B,q6, + Cr$)G = Cl (4.6) 

Let us mention that if we neglect the inertial terms containing the 
moments of inertia A, R, C as multipliers, then with accuracy to con- 
stant terms the formula (4.6) reduces to the integral obtained by Verkin 
in [2]. 

5. The integral (4.6) can be used for the analysis of stability of 
motion of a horizontal gyrocompass. For this purpose let us turn back to 
the equations (3.4) and to the formulas (1.1) end (2.4)..From them it 
fallows that the position of equilibrium of the system occurs at the 
following values of the coordinates a, P, y 

and further p* satisfies the equation 

= - ( F - m -$I 2 sin 3’ - mvK? cos p (5.2) 

The motion described by the equation (5.1) is assumed to be 
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unperturbed. In the perturbed motion we shall set 

a =x1, P=P*+xzr 7=x3 (5.3) 

We shall denote by V, the value of the function Y when x1 = x2 =x3 =O 
and ;, = rz = i3 = 0, and construct the difference V - Vo, obtaining 

V - V, = f (B, sin2 p* + C coy” p*) &a + S Axz2 + + B1xs2+ 

+B,sinp*d,S,+~~[-_A++B,cos8*(~eosP*+51sinP*)+ 

+ c sin p* ($- sin p* - SJ cos p*) - mZRQ sin a*] xts + 

+~{(C-Z3B,)[(61cos~-~sinp’)a-(Qsin~*+$-cos~*)2] + 

+(p- FTZ~)lcC@’ - n2vlfZ sin @* xz2 + 
I 

+ S [(C - A) ($2 cos p* - q)” + (F - mg) I cos p* - mvtfZ sin e*]x32 + 

+$[(C- d)(~sinp’-_cosp*)--mlRg]x,x,+ a.. (5.4) 

where the dots denote higher order terms of xS and is, which were 
neglected. 

‘lhe expression (5.4) can be simplified if we keep only second order 
terms of xS, F* and of the corresponding derivatives. Then 

v - v, = f c&,2+ + A&” + g B1i32+ + (I?, - A) (+)” x12 + 

++{(c-&,[Q2-(~)“]+ (F-m31}x22+ (5.5) 

+~[(C-~A)9”+(i4’-,~)l]x,~-[mvES2+(C- -4)9J]x,x,+... 

Noticing that the first three terms in (5.5) represent a positive- 
definite quadratic form we shall consider the form 

w siz 5 (B,- A) (+)’ x12 +${(F-m;)z+(C-BB,)[Q2-(+)2])222 4 

+ $[(F - m;) i+ (c - n)ae]xa2 - [mvza + (C- A) ;Q]x,x, (5.6) 

Applying to (5.6) the criterium of Sylvester we find out that H’ would 
be positive-definite at sufficiently small values of xS if the follow- 
ing inequalities are satisfied 

B- A+mlR>O, FL - mlRQ2 + (C -B)[sL(~j2]>0 (5.7) 
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Under the conditions (5.7) the form I’- V, would also be positive- 
definite. 

Since on the strength of the equations of the perturbed motion the 
total derivative of the above form equals identically zero, the unper- 
turbed motion (5.1), according to Liapunov, is stable. 

‘lhe sufficient conditions of stability (5.7) permit degeneration 
which makes them applicable also for the precessional theory. If in 
(5.7) we neglect the terms containing .A, fl, C as multipliers we obtain 
the inequality 

F-rn+mRQ2>0 (rj.8) 

which has been established previously in [21. 

‘Ihe above condition follows also from (5.7) in the case of a full 
kinetic synznetry, that is when A = R = C. 

If the centrifugal acceleration v2/R is added to the gravitational 
acceleration, then from (5.8) we obtain the inequality 

which has been obtained previously in [2-41. 

It has been shown in [2] ( in the precessional case and with small 
dissipative forces), that the inequality (5.9) is not only the sufficient 

but also the necessary condition of stability. ‘Ihe reasoning which has 
been used in [2] is also applicable to our case. 

6. Let us consider the transcendental equation (5.2) from which we 
can easily obtain an approximate expression for p* in the case when the 
base is stationary. Assuming that p* is small and assuming also that 
F- rv2/R - mg, we have 

p* = - (C-B)lJZsinqcoscp 
mg1 - (C - B1) U2 cos 29 

(5.1) 

Taking into account that ngl >> (C - B,)@ cos 29, we obtain from 
(6.1) 

(6.2) 

lhe quantity p* is measured in fractions of an arc second and is of 
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no practical importance. 
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